What Students Say

88% described their experience as being “awesome”, “fun”, or “interesting”

63% attended for the first time

75% would do MSO again or are considering it

78% said they like or love math and science

73% are considering a career in STEM based on their experiences with MSO

98% think it’s possible to have fun when using science and math

81% think MSO helps them with their school work

91% will or have already recommended MSO to friends

92% are more interested in STEM

95% think MSO helped them feel more confident in their STEM abilities

50% of participants were female

Testimonials

The best part was…

“Meeting new people and learning new things. I’VE LOVED IT!”

“Interacting with different people” “being active”

“being able to learn and grow with my friends”

“working as a team” “learning more”

I would tell my friends…

“I had fun while also learning”

“It was cool” “That it was so fun”

“It was a really awesome experience.”

“It was so fun; there was so much to do”

“You get to build stuff and win awards!”

“They should join to get more experience in science and math.”